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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

FOREWORD
The Economic, Research. Council exists to promote
education in the science of economics, with particular reference to monetary practice. The Council seeks to achieve
this objective by arranging lectures for members and guests;
by issuing Occasional Papers for discussion; and, from time’
to time, by ublishing papers that are’ Judged like1 to
interest a wi er readership. Mr. Musgrave’s paper Aboishing Unemployment is one of these latter.

B

There are seldom easy and complete solutions to major
economic problems, which are often complex and interrelated. Over the years the Economic Research Council has
addressed itself to at least attempting to illuminate some of
these problems if not to propose solutions. Typical of these’
problems are inflation, the balance of ayments, international liquidity, economic growth - an, c f unemployment.
Mr. Musgrave makes a bold claim in the title of his paper,
Abolishin Unemployment. The length of this paper, if
nothing eke, implies that he is putting forward no glib and
facile solution but rather’one of some complexit appro
priate to the nature of the problem itself. The sociaYbenefitH
alone of abolishing unemployment are a prize worth seeking; but thereisa rice to pa which must be weighed against
,these and other lenefits. l$w can doubt that there IS any
shortage of work to be done in Britain. One need do no more
than’kontemplatetherelative poverty of some .of its citizens
’or look around at the condition of the environment to convince oneself of that. Any serious proposal, such as Mr.
Musgrave’s, aimed at improving livin standards and at the
same time relieving unemployment eserves careful consideration.

3

The Economic Rqearch Council neither endorses nor
refutes Mr. Musgrave’s a r uments and conclusions. The
Council will be content if Ais publication helps to shed a
little more light on a difficult problem, in pursuit of the
CounciJ’sgeneral aim,ofpromoting education in the science
of economics.
Economic Research Council
November 1979

This aper claims that there are no insuperable economic
prob ems, such as demand pull inflation or the balance of
p a p e n t s , in running a developed mixed economy with a
negligibly low unemployment level, less than half one
percent of the workforce that is. As to the optimum unemployment level, that is the level at, which G N P is
,maximised;it is claimed that,thisis still below one percentof
the workforce, though there is room for debate as to precisely where the optimum is.
The paper starts with a method of dealing with unemployment that does nyt seem to have been properly analaysed nor effectively implemented: making government
employer in the last resort. Various characteristics are necessaryin last resort employment if it is to work; an important
one is that much the same efforts must be devoted to finding
normal jobs. for most of those involved as if they were unem loyed Since cyet half of job changers in the U.S. do SO
wit{ no intervening unemployment, JO? searching at the
same time as working is clear$ not difficult.
Another sine qua non is,a,re uction in the right of the unemployed to receive benefit while refus!ng jobs of which
they are capable, The arguments for paying people if the
choose..to take time off work to seek (or ostensibly seek?
suitable jobs do not stand inspection. Losing this right or
freedom is balanced by a freedom gained b those who work:
freedom from having to support able bo ied personswho
could, erfectly welldo some sort of j,ob.
In s ort it is feasible to rovide virtually all the unemployed with some sort ofjob. Last resort employment
combined with the condition that eo l e take any lob of
which they are capable would get ri oft e temptation tqbe
voluntarily unem loyed and this in turn makes payin
socially acceptab e wages to the entire workforce muc
easier.
The paper then looks for more unemployment reducing
characteristics in what is really a very obvious place. Since,
as is widely accepted, there would be negligible unemployment in a perfect market, the ways in which a perfect market
would deal with frictional and structural unemployment are
examined. It is shown that the best characteristics of the
market’s cure for frictional and structural unemployment
can be introduced into the real world labour market by em1
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ployment subsidies (and/or taxes) which imitate the market
mechanism. A market imitating subsidy for frictional unemplo ment turns out to be one which subsidises a
into a ow net revenue product job, or keeps him in
whete revenue products falls for some reason, until a
revenue product job appears, that is, one which requires no
subsidy.
Employment of the latter sort has a characteristic in
common with the above last resort type work namely job
searching at the same time as working; this characteristic
thus seems to be of fundamental importance. Returning to
last resort employment for a moment, the most obvious form
this can take is erhaps something like the various job creation schemes. Rowever there is a great deal wrong with
these latter. Last resort employment need not be very different from normal public sector employment. If it were
effected in this way and the above subsidy for frictional unemployment were also implemented the net result would be
the creation of a new type of employment spanning both
public and private sectors which involved either creatin
temporary jobs for the time during which people woul
otherwise be unemployed, or finding alternative jobs before
the old jobs come to an end.
The market’s method of dealing with structu;d%nem-.
ployment is then examined. The measure which imitates it is
simplyasubsidyfortheemploymentofthetypesoflabour in
uestion and/or tax on the employment of types of labour in
s ort supply. Some of the opular objections to measures of
this sort are demolished. n particular the objection to the
large exchequer or public expenditure costs fails to
distin uish between public expenditure costs and real costs;
no ne real costs need be involved in measures of this sort.
The claim that unemployment can be taken below 1% of
theworkforce calls for an explanation as to how this is compatible with no demand pull inflation. Part of the explanation in the case of last resort type employment is that it does
not necessarily require any increase in demand. As for the
subsidy for frictional unemployment, this gets at one of the
fundamental causes of demand pull inflation: the rise in the
marginal cost of labour per unit of output as full employment
is approached.
This is rather a short paper in view of the area covered and
of the fundamental changes to the employment system ad2

vacated. Thus what follows is no more than a brief sketch,
but brief sketches serve a purpose.
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“Frictional unemployment” is the unemployment that re;
sults from temporary mismatches between supply and demand for different types of labour, in particular at the local
level. In contrast the mismatches in the case of structural
unemployment are permanent and more wdespread:
The phrase “job creation” refers to the whole collection of
“make work” scheme? that it would seem are contlnuously
being dreamed up. These include in the case of the.U.K. the
work houses of the last centu
the Job Creation Proramme, the Special Temporary mplo ment Programme,
trainin Workshops and so on. As to t\e,U.S. the phrase
covers or example the Works Project Administration of the
1930s and Emergency Emplo ment Act work.
The phrase “naturallevel o unemployment” i s used in a
looser sense than in writings of monetarists who introduced
the hrase. The phrase IS used to refer to the level of unemo ovment below which demand pull inflation becomes
unacciptable.
“Normal” emplo ment refers to employment other than
the last resort emp oymen! with which we start, the type of
employment into wnich this evolves or employment assisted
by the subsidy against frictional unemployment.
The ex ression “structuralunemployment” is used here to
refer to t e excess of unemployment amongst certain broad
ty es of labour, as compared to the vacancies tor these types
oKabour. Structural unemployment thus refers to the excess
of unemployment in certain regions, amongst the unskilled,
amongst certain age roups, the less able, and so on.
The word “unemp oyment” is extremely hard t o define
and there are anomolies in conventional definitions as is
shown a few ages hence. However it is easier to attack conventional de initions than improve on them, as others have
pointed out (Brittan 1975) p31 and Garraty (1978) Chl).
The word is used in a airly conventional sense to start w t h ;
it is used to refer to the registered unemployed plus such unregistered unemployed as are seriously lookin for work. It
is then advocated that various categories inc uded in the
registered unemployed should not be counted as un-
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employed. The word is not used in a wholly consistent way
throughout the paper anymore than it is used consistently in
other works on the sublect. Hopefully the inconsistencies
are not so serious as to significantly weaken any of the basic
claims. .
The phrase “unemployment benefit” is used here to mean
any form of social securit received throu h reason of being
unemployed. Thus the p rase includes or example some
Sup lementary Benefit and com ensation for short time
y o r b n g , i.e. for part time unemp oyment.
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need the level of normal employment be changed in consequence.
Secondly there are the labour supply effects. Mukhejee is
one of the most influential advocates of last resort employment, but he fails to see the rabour sup ly effects of last resort schemes when he repeats the opu ar idea that an alternative method of reducing unemp oyment to the above is to
send the unemployed off for training (Mukherlee (1976) p
53-4). But since nearly all full time training courses last a
specific period (they are likely to be ineffecient if they do
not) those engaged on them are not available to the normal
labour market while being trained. So far as the labour
market is concerned they might as well not be in the c o u n t y
or not exist. In effect labour sup ly has been reduced; that is
the number of people looking or work has been reduced.”
This has an important consequence: the natural level of
unemployment can be reached as well by reducing labour
supply as by increasing demand. This 1s not to imply that full
time training is undesirable. The point is that It is an alternative to normal em lo ment, not unemployment; likewise
a Tempora Non h arueted scheme where those involved
are not avai’yable for normal jobs is an alternative to normal
employment and not unem loyment. Assuming’that those.
made unavailable for norma emplo ment afe a roughcross
section of the workforce, then mazing a given n u m b q of^
people unavailable for normal employment has exactly the
same effect inflation wse as raising demand b y whatever
amount is needed to raise employment by thisgiven amount.
Failure t o take this into account will be called the “labour
supply” fallacy. This is the cause of many mistakes in
eniploynwnt theory and policy as is shown at several points
in succeeding pa es
Thus in an s d e m e of the above sort there is a trade off
bet\vecn on t e one hand the availability of those,inyolved
for normal jobs and on the other thetotal numbers !nvolvr
ed in the schcnie or other characteristics of the scheme such
as the remuneration or the amount of coercion or persuasion used to get people to work on the scheme. It seems
highly unlikely that an one knows how these trade offs
work; thus it is assume for the sake of simplicity, below.,
that those involved in this sort of scheme must be about as
available for normal jobs as when unemployed. This might
appear to rule out any such scheme because of the ap arent
necessity to be unemployed in order to lookfor work. n fact

I
LASTRESORT EMPLOYMENT
It isan old observation that the unemployed could bepaid to
do something instead of being paid to do nothing. However
the macro economic roblems in the last resort employment
or the job creation i ea do not seem to have been properly
thought out. These problems may be divided into two
categories: those that have to do with labour supply and
second1 those that have todowith expenditure, that is with
deman for labour. The latter is considered first.
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would seem to be no
in dealing with demand
assumed, at least for the
is a role for last resort em loyment it
would involve the production of non-markete c o m m w
ties, that is commodities which like many existin government provided commodities aregiven away S h e r S a n sold.
Since the work involved in a scheme of this sort is not marketed and is tempora for the individuakinvolved, this sort
of work will be calle Temporary Non Marketed work.
Where the commodities given away replace marketed
commodities a movement of employment out of the su
of the relevant marketed commodities would occur.
altered pattern of supply would cause some temporary unemployment amongst the people concerned but it is reasonable to assume that the market would adjust itself after a
period and that with theexception of,one small ualification
mentioned later, aggregate demand need not be owered nor
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it is neither necessary nor particularly advanta eous to be
unemployed for the purpose’of engaging in a jo% search.

to be unemployed for the purpose of ’ob searching. If it were
particularly desirable, then presuma ly the large majority of
job changers would job search in this way. As for empirical
evidence that unemployment facilitates a job search, this is
not stron One standard text book on labour markets by
Addison f1979) cites two attempts to find the relationship
between the size of unem loyment benefits and ost un
employment wages. One o these, Ehrenber (1974, indic:
ates that generous unemployment benefits o tend to result
in higher post unemployment wages but that the tendency is
too weak to justif a rise in unemployment benefits on job
he second, Classen (1977),4ound no research grounds. I!
lationship or tendency here at all. However both these
studies and others fail to test the really important question,
namely whether job searchin while unemployed is more
effective than while workin &e fact that employers prefer
those with jobs to those wit out and secondly the fact that
those with jobs are in a str,onger.bargaining position than
those without may wipe out the above unimpressive job
search benefits of unemplo ment altogether. Indeed even a
test of the latter sort woul not be so histicated enough; it
would fail to measure the extent to wlich the section of the
workforce under test pushed others into less suitable jobs.
That is to say the important question is to what extent does a
given measure make job searching for the workforce as a
whole more efficient. Ehrenberg and Classen missed this
point as well.
Clark (1979) in one of the best and most readable papers
to appear on unemployment in recent years, concludes that
job searching while workin is not si nificantly more difficult than job searching whi e unempfoyed. The job search
facilitating characteristic of unemployment is supposed to
be its main merit and although the empirical evidence is inadequate, this merit would seem to be a thoroughly feeble
one; at least it pales by comparison to the disadvantages of
6
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unemployment, economic and social. Certainly the amount
of time the unemployed devote to job searching er week is
scant justification for taking the entire week off. Gordon
(1973) and Clark (1979) claim that the average time is 7.2
and 6 hours per week respectively. Moreover only a minority of this time might require time off work. Gordon divides his 7.2 hours up into 4.4 hours. for newspaper and
plannin time and on1 2 8 hours for direct job search.
It is t erefore conc uded that the fact of working on a
Tern orary Non Marketed scheme would impair a erson’s
avaiibility to the normal jobs market to a minima extent,
especially if time is allowed off for interviews.
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Skills and remuneration.
It might seem that a Temporary Non Marketed scheme
should aim to provide those involved with jobs which matCh
their skills or exgerience. However there is no possibility of
such a scheme oing this to any great extent and being efficient. Assumin unem loyment is anywhere near the natural level there w h be di&iculty finding specific types of labour
since at or near the natural level shortages of specific types of
labour emerge. Furthermore normal emplo ers must have
first call on any specific types o f labour if emporary Non
Marketed employees are to be as available for normal
employment as when unemployed. To have key skilled
labour disappearing without warning makes efficiency impossible. The Job Creation Programme fell into this trap to
some extent, which helped explain its inefficiency; worse
still it tried to circumvent this problem b drawing some of
its skilled labour (and for that matter unslilled labour from
areas beyond daily travelling distance. Such labourwi I have
been nowhere near as available for work on its’homelabour
market as when resident there. The labour supply.fallacy
comes into effect.
The next two problems to be considered are the remuneration for those in a Temporary Non Marketed (TNM)
scheme and secondly the amount of coercion or persuasion
used to get peo le to work on such a scheme. If the pay is the
same as unemp oyment benefit and no coercion is used then
many will take part in the scheme. If pay is above
unemp oyment benefit levels and no coercion is used, such
not
people as re ard TNM work. as havin greater attractions
than “unemp oyment plus benefits”wi1 attempt to getTNM
work. Since aggregate demand is assumed to be constant,
7
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any amount by which the TNM wage is above unemployment benefits will be at the expense of those doing normal
work. Thus the effect is to make “TNM work or
unemployment” more attractive vis a vis normal work than
unemployment was vis a vis normal work. In consequence
.the “natural level of TNM work and unem loyment” will be
above the natural level of unemployment. That is TNM jobs
will to some extent beat the expense ofnormal jobs, hardlya
desirable characteristic.
The conventional wisdom is that people should be allowed a period of unemplo ment before any sort of coercion is
used; that is to say peo e are allowed a period of unemployment durin which to k o k for sditable jobs after which their
benefit is li ely to be withdrawn unless the take an old job
of which they are hysically capable. mil! a TNdschkme
could be restricte to those unemployed formore t h p some
period, the above piece of conventional wisdom does not
really stand ins ection and is thus not a reason in itself for so
restricting a T M scheme.
Two weakness in the conventional wisdom have already
been demonstrated: it is certainly not necessary nor
particularly advantageous to be unemployed for the purpose
of job searching. Thirdly, and on the specific question of
allowing eople time to seek suitable employment before requiring t em to take less suitable employment, this may
sound a reasonable ar ument, but it has a serious flaw. The
flawin theidea liesin t emoreorlessrandomappearanceof
vacancies. The fact that red has failed to ap ear the last half
dozen times on the roulette wheel says notRin whatsoever
about the chances of it appearing on the next &row. To the
extent that this analo is valid it is no more logical to allow
someone three mont s to look for the vacanc he requires
than to allow him three months at the end o f t e first three
month,. period and so on if necessary ad infinitum. It will be
claimed that this analogy is not entirely valid: the chances of
a particular vacanc appearing are not known with complete certainty and t e mere fact of looking and failing suggests in some cases that the chances.of finding the vacancy.
are lower tharwas previously thought. Thisis.true in some
cases, but expending several man months verifying what is
already known with a moderate degree of certainty is surely
a ross waste of scarce resources.. Precisely the same
in ormation can be acquired, not by expending 40 or so
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hours a week per job sought, but as indicated above, by
ex ending about a tenth this amount.
fob search theory claims that the time spent in unemployment IS an “investment”, the return on which consists,of
having people in the right jobs. It isa henomenally poor investment since the same return can e obtained on about a
tenth the outlay. Secondly the assumptgon behind many
variations of ]ob search ttieory, namely that because someone gets an unsuitable job that he therefore keeps that ob
flies in the face of facts. Millions of people with.what t t! ey
regard as unsuitable J bs are continuously looking out for
and etting what they elieve to be more suitable lobs.
A Fourth point here is that the authors of the Employment
Protection (Consolidation) Act of 1978 did not envisage
that people would have any great difficulty in seeking alternative work at the same time as holding a lob. This act requires employers who have announced redundancies to
allow the people concerned reasonable time off to seek
alternative work or arrange re-training.
%e above oints make some of the grandiose mathematical mode s erected in the name of job search theo
seem of dubious relevance to the real world. Tobin
makes some similar observations, It is therefore
that an effective job search combined with full time work is
feasible for virtually all job changers, especially if time is
allowed off for interviews, and thus that requiring eople to
take ‘obs to which they are not ideallysuited pen ing more
suita le vacancies is perfectly justified..
This conclusion has implications which go beyond TNM
work: if there is ustification in requirin someone to take a
temporary not ic/eally suitable job in the$orm of TNM work,
then there is equal justificatlon in requiring him to take a not
ideally suitable normal job pending the appearance of a
more suitable vacancy. The mere fact of requiring the unemployed to take any normal lob of which they are physically capable immediately or fairly soon after becoming unemployed would lower the natural level of unem lo ment.
However it must be born in mind that about ha f o those
whose benefits are cut fail to find even simple unskilled
work (see Meacher (1974)). It is precisely this gap that last
resort type employment can fill. Indeed it fits the niche ve
nicely indeed. It was shown above that last resort or. jo
creation type employment without coercion wll create lobs
which are without doubt at the expense of normal lobs to
9
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some extent. On the other hand if “unemployment benefit”
is conditional on doing TNM work, then a TNM scheme
would undoubtedly be a net creator of jobs. The gap TNM
work can fill is to provide jobs where a person cannot find
any simple unskilled job in the normal labour market. This
all amounts to presenting the unemployed with a “no work
no pay” condition.
This no work n o pay condition may sound harsh, but it is
one that applies to normal jobs: absentees from most normal
jobs do not get aid for the time they are absent, so the ro
position made ?
ere l
IS not
’ so very revolutionary. FurtRer:
more it is hard to see why people who o out to work should
be coerced into payin taxes to keep ot ers in leisure if there
is a job the latter can 0,or to which they can at least make
some sort of contribution. It is also not clear as to why the
half of the workforce which does it ’ob searchin at the same
time as working should have to iinance holi ays for the
other half.
There mi ht appear to be something distasteful about
highly qualified peo le having to handle brooms or spades
from time to time. ne answer to this is that a particular
group of highly qualified individuals professors of economics, have been sermonising on the virtues of labour
mobility for decades. If they practiced what they reached,
i.e. swept the occasional street, their sermons wou d be more
honest. It is very hard to see what harm a few weeks exercise
would do to those in sedentary occupations; nor can there
be any harm in one portion of the workforce finding out by
first hand experience how the other half lives and works.
If it is the ossible resence of dirt on the hands of peo le
who normal y have c ean hands at workwhich is so h o r r i h ,
one must ask why this dirt is so acceptable when these individuals work in the ardens of their suburban houses or
second homes. In s ort the idea that the better qualified
cannot be asked to do the occasional spell of unskilled work
is an outdated social nicety.
In using the phrase Temporary Non Marketed work from
now on, it is assumed that a virtual no work no pay condition
applies.
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The benefits of TNM work: abolishing both poverty and
scrounging.
The problems with raising unemployment benefits under
the existing system with a view to getting rid of the poverty
10

that results from unemployment are first the disincentive
effect and secondly the increased tendency for those who
would be takin time off anyway to turn up at the unemployment benefit o ice and get counted as unemployed.The outstandin social benefit of T N M work is that it enables much
higher 6enefits” or wages to be paid to those who do not
have normal jobs and this can be done without the above undesirable effects. The attractions of the additional pay ale
counteracted by the requirement that the pay, and all of it,
be earned.
A second benefit is a purely economic one: TNM work results in more peo le being productively employed. Thus unless it is extreme y badly organised it will result in a rise in
GNP and thus livin‘g standards.
Thirdly TNM work is much the most potent remed for
voluntary unemployment. In other words if the TNM a one
were used to get rid of unemployment the numbers required
to do TNM work to achieve this would not be equal to the
numbers unemployed or more precisely the natural number
of unemplo ed The mere fact ofTNM work would persuade
considerab e numbers to take normal jobs rather that do
TNM work.
There is a tradc off between the first and third benefits. To
illustrate, if the pay of the would be unemployed is raised
sufficiently this would make the net attractions of T N M
work equal to the attractions of unem loyment plus
benefits; as a result the would be voluntari y unemployed
would be attracted as much b the former as the latter. However it is impossible to avoi both benefits at once, and it
should not be difficult to arrange things so as to gain a bit of
both.
As to the extent of voluntary unemployment, this would
seem to be quite widespread, articularly if we judge the unemployed by what they do rat er than what they say. Firstly
there are the above mentioned figures for the average time
spent job searching; these figures are, to repeat, averages,
which means that a significant proportion of the
unemployed are devoting much less than 6 or 7 hours a week
to job searching. It is hard to know just what the optimum
amount of time to devote to job searching is; perhaps 6 or 7
hours is about the optimum. But it seems safe enough to
suggest that when the time devoted to job searching sinks
much below 2 or 3 hours a week, the job search is no longera
11
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very serious one, and that the unemployment is becoming
essential1 voluntary.
SecondYy, the number of jobap lications the unemployed
make are very much in line with t e above figures. It would
seem from Daniel (1974) p 28 & 124 that about 11%of the
registered unemployed a t any oint in time d o not even
claim to be looking for work. 0 the remainder, just under
half would seem to be making less that one job application
per month, and less than a quarter make more than one ob
a plication per week. Page 70 (Daniel (1974))indicatest at
a out a quarter of the registered unemployed do not start
their job search until a month or more after losing their previous jobs. Moreover the relevant survey was done in Se
tember 1973 when unemployment was at,is lowest f o r t-!I e
1970s; that is there must have been a relative abundance of
jobs to apply for.
Even where an unemployed person does m a k e ’ a
reasonable number of ’ob applications and finds work within two or three weeks 1,is unemployment is still not necessarily invo1untaw:Two or’three weeks is auite a oooular
period for a holiday.
To revert to the U.S, it would seem from Feldstein (1976 &
78) that about 40% of the so called unemplo ed in the US.
are making no significant attem t to find ,or%. This appears
to be to alarge extent because0 the very large pro ortion, in
manufacturin industry at least who are reasona ly sure of
being re-hire by their original Arm - over half are re-hired.
The unemployment insurance system in the U.S.almost
seems to be degenerating into a system whereby employers
can hoard labour without paying for it and employees can
obtain paid holidays at the taxpayers’ expense.Tacit a ree
ments between unions and em loyers as to who ets ow
much “unem lo ement” ( i n ot er words holiday7 are not
’
concludes rightly that there is someuncommon. el stein
thing wrong with the system. There are two ways of dealin
with this problem. Firstly the attractions for employees o
osing as involuntarily unemployed can be destroyed by
!NM work. Secondly the attractions of tern orary unemployment for the employer could be destroye by making
him pay for the benefits of those he re-hires after a short
spell, as Feldstein su
Further evidence o the extent of voluntary unem loy
ment in Britain is provided by what happens when t ose
who have been unemployed for too long are called for a n in12
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terview to discuss their benefit being stopled. About half do
not bother turninpp’for the interview; t ey find a job with,
remarkable alacrity. In view of the dramatic reduction in
numbers having their benefit stopped see R Layard, The
Guardian5.11.79~22)thisindicatoroft(heextentofvoluntary unemployment will probably have become more serious
in recent years.
Yet more evidence is provided by the proportion of theunemplo ed who have left.their revious lob of their own
accord: 47% in the case of D a d ’ s sample Daniel 1974
54). It must be admitted that half of these c aimed i I hea t
or injury as the reason for leaving of their own accord; but
this is stran e If someone is genuinely in such bad health or
so in ured t at he cannot reasonably be expected to do his
job t!i en a doctor would verify the fact and the person concerned should be on sickness benefit, not unemployment
benefit. On the other hand if both doctor and employer declare a person fit for work then there is a strong suggestion
that such a person’s unemployment is voluntary if he leaves
his job of his own accord.
’
At a olitically more sensitive leyel, it is perhaps worth
noting t at the strike is a form of voluntar unemployment
essentially no different from that dealt wit\ above. Instead
of individuals deciding to be voluntarily unemployed,
peo le do it in groups in the case of a strike. TNM work
cou d be used to make the strike a less attractive proposition.
However unemployment causes about thirt times as, many
da s work lost as strikes, so if this basis o comparison is
vaid, strikes are a relatively minor prcjblem.
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The test of who wants work.
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social grounds. It is very hard to see any other natural dividing line between voluntar and involuntary unem loy
ment. The dividing lines in t e case of conventional efin
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itions of the word “unemployment”arearbitrary lines rather
than natural dividing lines: for example one of the conditions for counting a person as unemployed in the U.S. is
the fact of his having made at least one positive attempt to
find a job in the four weeks prior to the date from which unemployment is being measured. This be s the question as to
what is so significant about the four wee! period. One could
with equal justification make it two weeks or two months.
Another anomol in conventional definitions of unemployment arises rom counting as unem loyed those who
refuselobsof which they are capable, pen ing moresuitable
vacancies. For reasons given below it is impossible to provide theentircworkforcewith worktowhich they areidcally
suited, so it is to some extent ill0 ical to moan about the unemployment of such people. Furt ermore i f such pco le are
counted as unemployed, then presumably one shoul count
those in jobs to which they are not suited as unemployed,
and there is no limit to the number of eople who could be
ut in this cate lory; the numberdcpen son what one means
gy being suite to a job.
If the above tests as to who wants to work wcreadopted, it
could be ar ued that some unemployment would still remain in the orm of those who intended doing so much job
searching that they refused to do TNM work or in the form
of those who took a lar e amount of time ofITNM work to
attend a large number o? interviews. The first answer to this
is that if these people are counted as unemployed they consist of very few people; the pro ortion of the unemployed
making more than thrce job iipp/htions a week is about ten
percent. Secondly a person who is actively seekin work is
not unemployd; he js engaged in an cconomica y useful
activity. It wil be said in response to this that such people are
counted as unemployed under conventional definitions.
Thus the above test of who wants work is to some extent
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to be excluded from any definition of the word “unemployment”.

99% employment levels would not cause inflation.
There are various reasons why inflation, demand pull inflation in particular, tends to arise near full employment
under conventional policies, but such reasons would not operate under TNM work.
First there is no extra demand, thus no additional demand
pull inflation. Under conditions of heavy demand it is partially the abundance of alternative well aid jobs that
induces labour to up its wa e demands. TN work would
not involve particularly hig?i w a r . , ,
Secondly it has been alleged t at it is fear of unemployment that induces labour to moderate its wage demands at
times of high unem loyment and conversely removal of this
fear that induces la our to up its demands when unem loy
ment recedes. Unemployment benefits have greatly re uced
the force of this ar ument. If there were anything still in it,
then because TN work would not be greatly more or less
attractive than unemployment, “fear of unemplo ment”
would be replaced b “fear of TNM work”; the net e feet on
wa e demands shou d be about nil.
Airdly in that unions are monopolies and ex loit their
powers as such to get wage increases, the form of inflation
that results is cost push not demand pull. This is a political,
not an economic roblem
The objective here is to advocate.
:
measures for dea ing with unemployment which will work
given responsible trade unions. Given this condition it is
concluded that there are no macro economic reasons for a
TNM scheme of the above sort not virtually abolishing unemployment without exacerbating inflation.
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men’t figures. Thus if the above tcst of who wants work rcsults in defining part of the unemployment problem away,
that is because the part defined a w y I?? thorought anomolous constituent of conventional efinitions and eserves

Those who refuse to work.
In any system individuals’who refuse to work pose a slight
problem. Since their leisure is undoubtedly voluntary, this is
not unemployment according to any normal definition. If
such individuals are forced to work they wil! not do much;
thus their so called unemployment IS not aserious economic
roblem. For these two reasons the question as to what
genefits such people should get is not considered here;
(Brittan (1979) p 113 gives it brief consideration).
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Very short term TNM work would not be a waste of time.
The large majority of the unemployed are in this state for
several weeks or months; only about 15O/o at any point in
time are destined to find work within two weeks or so. However relatively lar e numbers are involved in the “rapid turnover” section o f t e dole queue. About 50% of those who
day find work within two weeks (DepartGazette May ’74). It might be sard in
that organisin the rather large
number of very short term jobs wou d be a waste of
resources.
One possibility would be to allow people some short
eriod of unem lo ment before re uiring them to take a
kmporary not ifea{y suitable job, T M or other. Were this
done the unem loyment resulting would be negligible by the
standards of t e 1970s. In other words assuming an unemployment level of around 5% in the absence of TNM
work, then the introduction of the.“take an job you can do”
requirment backed by TNM for all those wgo could not find
a job after say two weeks unemployment would mean an un-
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employee has absolutely no option but to quit at short
notice. Were this done, government em loyment agencies
could start seeking alternative vacancies or the person concerned before his old job came to an end and the employer
could be informed of the employee’s intention to quit.
If none of the above possibilities were implemented, that
is to say if the unemployed were required to take an job of
which they were hysically capable immediately tgey became unemployecf it is far from clear that the costs of the
large number of short term TNM jobs that would result
would exceed the benefits. It would appear from the experience of various em loyment agencies and similar private
organisations whict?: specialise In providing temporary
labour for other firms that “one week”1obs are organisationally feasible and indeed a commercial proposition. Moreover the very short term jobs that the rivatesectorarran es
are heterogeneous; it should certain y be easier to do t is
where the lobs are much more homogeneous, that is all or
nearly all unskilled.
Secondly, as mentioned above, the fact of someone’s unemplo ment being short term is no roof that it IS involuntary.
some of the would be s ort term unemployed
would be induced by this system to o straight from their old
job to their new long term normal j$b. If for the sakeofargument the administrative costs of short term TNM work
exactly equalled the benefits flowing from the commodities
this sort of work produced, then the rise in numbers oing
straieht
frnm one
normal
lone term iob to the next mie t t i D
~~~.
. ~
~ .
the balance in favour of this:ystem.
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Conclusion.
Last resort employment in the form ofTNM workcouldbea
very otent method of dealing with unemployment. While I t
coul deal with virtually all unemployment regardless of the
type, involved, it is clearly desirable to haveTemedies more
appro riate to the types of unemployment involved where
possib7e. So before specifying the precise form that TNM
work should take, we examine the peffect market and the
way in which it deals with frictional unem lo ment. A
second reason for doing this is that the sort of io t e market
creates in dealing with frictional unem lo ment has charhese cliaracteracteristics in common with TNM wor
istics are best discussed after both forms of employment
have been introduced.
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IJ ,A TEMPORARY OBS SUBSIDY FOR FRICTIONAL
JNEMPLOYMENT
It is generally held that there would be ne
ment in a perfect market. It would there ore
ive to examine the perfect market’s methods of
various ty es of unemplo ment with a view to
some o f tI? e perfect mar!Iet’s characteristics
world. Frictional unemployment is considered first.
Frictional unemployment arises out of the short term
mismatches between supply and demand for different ty es
of labour which are continually arising in the labour mar et,
in particular in local labour markets. A frictionall un
emplo ed person is thus one who temporarily cannot 8nd
suitab e vacancy, that is a vacancy which suits his skills and
experience and pays the going rate for the job or the rate the
person concerned requires.
In a perfect market there would be no unemployment
benefit; put another way, unemployment benefit is not a
market phenomenon. Under these conditions there would
be a greater tendency for peo le who could not immediately
find a suitable vacanc to ta e a less suitable vacancy until
the right onea peareaThe remuneration of the less suitable
job would ten to be low for three reasons. The person con-
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These mechanisms work to some extent in the real world,
but there are a host of obstructions: min,imum wa e rules,
union wa e rules, and the fact that where it ISfeasib e to pay
relatively ow wages fortemporary obs the potential holder
of the job finds unemplo ment enefit more attractive.
These obstructions coul be counterbalanced, or put
another way the above market mechanisms for dealing with
frictional unemployment could,be imitated by a Temporary
obs Subsidy: i.e. one which subsidises a person in or into a
net revenue product job pending the appearance of a
more productive job. The price aid by an employer who
accepted this subsidy would be t e fact of the relevant employee leavin at some unpredictable interval, that is when
the employee ound or was found a more suitable job, which
required no subsidy.
It was shown above when introducing the TNM idea that
there is every justification for requiring the unemployed to
take jobs to which they are not ideally suited pending the
appearance of more suitable vacancies. This point is now^
reinforced by the fact that this is precisely one of the ways in
which the perfect market deals with frictional
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unemployment
and suitable
indeed that
theought
process
taking
tem
orary
not ideally
jobs
toofbe
positivey
subsidised.
Under conventional policies a erson is usually unemployed when no job can be foun where his net revenue
product covers his wage. But this is an jllogical arrangement
in that even if his net revenue product IS only half his wage it
is better that he does the job concerned than does nothing,
assumingno better job can be found. ATemporary Jobs Subsidy would enable the person concerned to do a low net
revenue product job until a more suitable or higher net
revenue product job appeared.
In businessman’s language the subs,idy would apply to an
employee actual or potential who “did not pay for himsel
or who was “liable to be made redundant because of lack of
orders” and so on. Various conditions, the nature of which
have been intimated above, would be attached to the
subsidy. The em loyee would be required to make some sort
of effort to fin a non subsidised lob and/or government
employment agencies would do the job search for him. If an
employee refused too many suitable and non subsidised jobs
the relevant government agency would have to start using a
19
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emplo ment, that is they would job search at the same time
as woriing.
18

little coercion, as it does in the case of such unemployed as
refuse suitable jobs.
It will be a p arent that there are a number of ways in
which the mar et deals with frictional unemployment and
an number of degrees of sophistication in aTemporary Jobs
Sutsidy (TJS). The form advocated for it here is the on6 the
author believes to be the best, but it is not the only possibility.
TJS would get at the fundamental cause of the problems
which arise near full employment. As full emplo ment (of
labour) is approached, the factor of production w ich runs
into short supply is labour, a oint which is not as widel
appreciated as it should be. #at is to say the unemploye
become increasingly unsuitable for the available vacancies
or for such vacancies as the can find This is not a new proposition,- see Keynes (1936 p 42. But it is important to distinguish between this deterioration in the suitability of the
unemployed in the a regate and on the other hand the unsuitability of indivi uals Apart from structural considerations, the unsuitability of an unemployed person for any
vacancy is a temporary affair. A vacancy for which he is
suited appears sooner or later. If it is desired to counteract
this phenomenon then something like the Temporary Jobs
Subsidy must surely be the answer.
As full employment is approached the unemployed
become increasingly uncompetitive with domestic
employed labour and with foreign labour. It is this that induces employers to bid up the price of domestic employed
labour, or give in more easily to union demands, and partially explains the rise in the marginal ropensity to import
that occurs near full em lo ment . TJS t us gets at the root of
the frictional factors w IC contribute to demand pull inflation and rising imports near full employment.
Under this system, if a TNM scheme were also in operation, the Department of Employment could kee a re ister
not of the unem loyed, but of‘those doing T N h an8
work and coul devote the same efforts to finding t e
people involved normal or unsubsidised jobs. If there were
still some unemployed or if TNM were not in operation then
the register would consist partly of unemployed, partly of
TNM and partly TJS workers. Somethin alon these lines
already exists in that a proaching 1010 of job seekers
making enquiries at Job entres are already employed (see

“The Em loyment Service in t h e . 1980s”, Manpower
Services ommission, p 10.)
Indeed, other aspects of TJS have been in operation for a
long time; people in low productivity and low wage jobs are
continually bein attracted to higher productivlty and
higher wa e jobs however the compression of differentials,
demands for parity and minimum wage laws of recent years
may well have interfered with the market’s method of indicating which is which, a point with which Samuel Brittan
would seem to concur - FinancialTimes,21st July 1975.TJS
ou ht to clarify the market’s signals.
?he idea that a greater ran e of relative wages, or labour
costs to the employer, woul reduce unemployment is not
new (e.g. see Flemming (1976) Ch V p 47)) but the precise
way in which the idea is exploited in this paper is perhaps
new. (Flemming in this passage also questions the notion
that any time is necessary between jobs.)
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Many unemployed are forced to take temporary unsuitable
‘obs anyway.
‘ro the extent that S resulted in people taking unsuitable
iobs this would not e a radical departure from the existingem loyment system.
gavinp to do a iob at a differeht skill level or a iob which in
other re‘s ects is not the normal job for ’the person
concerne would not be a new experience for the unemployed. Daniel (1974) p 95, 99 & 100 indicates that this is the
case for about a third of jobs rior to unemployment and
mikht even make thin s
subse uent to unem loyment.
fairer or some peopye in jobs to whic they are not suite$.
Certainly the position of someone forced into an unsuitable
’ob because his unemplo ment benefit has been cut is not to
5
fairer for such individuals
be envied; TJS might ma I e things
because given the subsidy, the emplo er would not demand
so much of the individual concerne
In contrast to allocating labour to an employer to do a
tempora job to which the person concerned is not ideally
suited, l z o u r is often allocated within an organisation for
this pur ose, where trade unions do not obstruct this sort of
thing. or example it is common practice in Skill Centres
when there is no teacher available with the relevant skills or
experience for someone to take over a class, sometimes for
weeks on end, even though he does not possess the skills he
is supposed to be imparting!The standard of teaching drops,
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of course, but so long as the curriculum and practical work
are set out in advance, the unqualified teacher’s presence is
no totally futile.
Even before social security staff threaten to cut unemployment benefits, the unemplo ed are prepared to consider a
wide range of jobs (Daniel h974) p 73 C(r 7). This suggests
that the unemployed would not. refuse the somewhat
unusual jobs involved in TNM and S work because of the
actual nature of the work. Note that t is is not the same thing
as saying that the unem loyed are actual1 applying for a
large number of and wit;e range of jobs. s noted above,
about half cannot be said to be engaged in a serious job
search under the existin system.
Temporary jobs woulc f not be something new to the unemployed either. Daniel (1974) p 17 showed that nearly half
the unemplo ed held a job immediately prior to unemployment which asted a year or less.
It is also worth noting that when a person works in an area
of the economy other than his normal .one he learns
something about the former. A person acquainted with areas
of the economy other than the one he normally works in is
more productive than one who is not so acquainted, other
things being equal.

7

jobs for years at a time was a feature of the latter economies.
Nowadays in East European countriesat any rate, inexistin
Western economies and in the sort ot economy advocate
bere a small proportion of peo le get allocated to obs to
which they are not ideallysuited ut these people an others
are free to apply for alternative jobs.
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There are precedents for TJS and TNM work in the planned
economies.
There is no unemplo ment benefit in most East European
planned economies. eople have a somewhat better guarantee of bein able to find work than in most Western econonies, but.&ere is no guarantee in planned economies that
or that he wdl find
that the work will

J

economies.
For those who see something sinister in this similarity,
there is a clear distinction between the above economies on
the one hand and East European economies of Stalin’s day
or China in the mid/late 1970s on the other. Direction of
labour, that is the allocation of specific people to specific
22

S deals with some structural unemployment.

S would tend to be paid in respect of the less useful
members of the workforce and these include those liable to
structural unemployment - the unskilled, youths and so on.
TJS would thus automatically deal with some structural un23

the workforce. For S to be a near perfect imitation of the
perfect market wou d amongst other things involve the
relevant_goveprment agency bargaining\?rrthan employer as
to the amount of subsidy to_ be paid for a particular
em loyee, a system which wourd probably be administrative y too complex and/or too open to abuse. However, some
other small moves in this direction might be worthwhile: for
example one could have two basicTJS rates, one for thevery
hard to place and one for the not so hard to lace
The roposition that those who “temporari& cannot find
a suita le vacanc ”, that is the frictionall unemployed,
,could all be foun work if offered to emp oyers at a low
‘enough price is perha s compatible with the view of
unemployment expounc fed by Alchain (1974i.Ch 25. This
tends towards the opinion that there are an in inite number
ofjobs to bedoneand thatanyonecanfindajobifhepitches
his price low enough.
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SOME ApPA&NT PROBLEMS FOR TIS

III

Thissection ofthe paperattempts to forstallvarious possible
criticisms ofTJS. It can be skipped without losing the thread
of the arbwment.
costs.

Fosts of the alternative, namely TNM work. In the author’s
udgement, findin out where someone lives and works and
how old he is wou d not cost much. Thus if T J Stook the form
of a flat weekly amount, then having a somewhat larger flat
amount in the case of those in certain regions and above or
below certain ages, should be feasible.
There is really no end to the possible variations on the
basic TJS theme. This arises because a erfect market is
almost infinitly complex. in other words t ere are about as
many wage rates in a perfect market as there are members of

?
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The most fundamental kind of cost recognised in cconomics
is opportunity cost, the value of the alternative foregone in
order to achieve somethin The opportunity costs of unemployment are certainly krge. There is un uestionably a
better alternative to being u n e m f l o r d (i.e.>oing nothing
apart from a very occasionalbit o lo searching) and!hat is
to do some sort oflob even if it is-not the most productive job
in the world. TJS brings this better alternative into beingso
the opportunit costs or S are lower than the opportunity
costs of unemp!o\ment. z i s is not to say TjS has noopportunity costs; in .ot er words there may be even better alternatives than TJS, But at least T J S improves on the existing
system.
The o portunity costs of TJS are also much lower than
those o other employment subsidies. The aim of TJS is to
25
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are a huge number of heterogeneous units to be allocated to
heterogeneous jobs. So if costs of the measures advocated
here were to exceed the benefits in the form of more employment, that might prove the futility of not allowing market
forces to allocate labour rather than that these measures are

subsidise a person into a not ideally suitable job,,solongas
there isno better alternative. In contrast,pther em loyment
subsidies will have resulted in people beinq subsi ised into
iobs
low net revenue product
. despite the existence of better
- .
alternatives.
As for the oublic exoenditure or excheauer costs involved
in an emplo$nent subsidy, these can in ;lo way be equated
with any sort of real cost to the community, and a roperly
designed employment sutisidy involves no net rea costs at
all. It results on1 in net benefits in the form of more employment and a hig er real GNP. However the distinction between exchequer and real costsis clarified under “Structural
Unemuloyment” below and is thus not cpnsidered here. The
administrative costs of TJS are considered here.
Many of the administrative costs involved in TJS are costs
already been borne in the case of unemployment. Government agencies already ascertain from each unemployed
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strative cost of

For the following reasons it is probably no use balking at
the administrative costs even if they are high. There are only
two main ways of allocating economic resources, with a
possible third cate ory in between. The two main ways are
the market and atministrative allocation; the one in between is an administered price system of which the measures
advocated here are to some eKtent an exam le Unemployment, frictional and other, exists partially ecause of the
obstructions that have been put in the way of market
mechanisms - minimum wa e laws, union imposed wage
rates, custom, and so on. If t e market mechanism is not
permitted to operate then either some alternative bureaucratic system must replace i t or the economic system starts to
crumble. The bureaucraticsystem whether it aims to imitate
the market or not is almost inevitably administratively
expensive when it comes to allocating labour, because there
26
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Wherever taxpa3ers’ mone isharded out, some goes astray,
and this would apply to T J i t o some extent:But the important question is whether any particularly large amounts
would-go astray.
inversely with the
order to bring the
to less abuse than the
people for whom unnot ahvays need to know
dole. That is, no collusion
27

Indeed this particular abuse working while in recei t of
unem loyment benefit, is in efkect an unofficial form o TJS
The jo is temporary, usually not ve skilled and the cost to
the employer is less than the norma wage foc the job. In a
sense, this part of the paper pro oses that this practice be
le alised and pro erly organise
b a t e v e r the a Iuse,
! ‘ its extent would be limited b the fact
that TJS would be cut after some period. This coul call the
bluff of employer and/or emplovee.
A number of other abuse -preventing rules wmdd be
necessary with TJS, just as they are necessary wherever taxayers’ money is handed out; and as is the case with the
Patter, there would be bound to be instances of rough justice.
One obvious abuse, in the absence of any rule preventing it,
would be for a firm to claim TJS in respect ot an existing
employee, and then as soon as alternative employment vias
found for the em loyee, claim that the employee’s net revenue roduct ha suddenly risen with a view to cancelling
the su sidy and keeping the emplo ee The equally obvious
rule to prevent this is one that disalrows a firm from keeping
an employee subsidised by S once the employee. or
overnment agencies have foun the employee a normal lob.
hernatively such an em lo er mi ht be allowed to kee the
employee on condition t at e pai.%back the amount o&ubsidy received lpossibly plus administration expenses).
The likely extent of abuse under the systems advocated
here can perhaps best be put in perspective b imagining that
such systems are in fact in operation anCY that someone
receive a payment in exchange for
proposes that
suitable job (commonly
claiming that t
known as
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Are temporary low revenue product jobs worthwhile?
In view ofthe thriving market in tempora office staff, arti
cularlyin London, thesort of temporary10 sadvocate here
ought to be worthwhile. The time that people spend
“temporarily” unemployed is not all that .temporary; it
averages a matter of months for men at the time of writing,
and assuming the tem orary jobs advocated here lasted the
same time then they a so would average a matter of months.
In contrast there are lenty of normal jobs where the
em loyee quits or is sacted within weeks.
h o s e who think that conventional reflation is referable
to raising employment with temporary jobs s h o d L Y note that

’lb

labour Curnover varies with employment levels; in other
words the jobs created by conventional reflation are in effect
short term, though, clearly it is impossible to identify the
actual jobs created when an economy expands under con-’
ventional policies.
Many of the em loyment schemes which have arisen in
the 1970s -the Jo Creation Programme, Work Experience
and so on -offer em loyment on a strictly tern orary basis.
The maximum time a lowedfora person on the fob Creation
hogramme was one year. Thus if temporary lobs are not
worthwhile the charge is not unique to.TJS.
Nor can it be said that there is alack of demand for temporary jobs. It would seem from the De artment of Employment Gazette, June 1977 pp 559-74t at about 10% of the
unemployed had poor prospects of finding work because
the were seeking short term work only. In other words the
lac of temporary jobs ma well be a si nificant cause of
unemployement, a cause w ich TJS wou d counteract.
to Makeham
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average wage. I
iduals then it
for TJS eople Furthermore while the low revenue productivity ofdisabled peo le
is a direct reflection of their low physical productivity, t is
would not be the case with such TJS.peopleas are subsidised.
into low revenue product suitable lobs - lobs which they
can do perfectly well but which have a low revenue product
because of lack of demand for the commodities in question.
It is facile to object to TJS or for that matter to TNM onthe
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which they are
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nothing until a good match appears. The former is surely the
less of two evils.
Ob’ections from Europe.
Ot er EEC members ob’ected to the Temporary Employment Subsidy amongst ot er things because of the mere fact
of it being a subsidy. This char e would not stick to nearly
the same extent in the case of !JS.,A subsid is a ayment
made normally by government which woul not e made
under free market conditions. TJS far from being a movement away from from free market conditions is an attem t to
imitate the free market. It is true that TES had some o the
characteristics of the free market; where demand for a firm’s
roduct declines the price of the labour employed by the
irmwould also decline, and TES effected an imitation of this
process to some extent. However it gave the employer the
advanta e of a free market without exposing him to its penalties. T e employer who lowers his employees’ wages is
liable to lose his employees and TJS ensures that this
happens.
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S would not lower productivity
low revenue

decision: the decision that there isa level below which wages
should not be allowed to fall. To the extent that people
decide not to work hard because they know it ma have little
,J;
or of any
effect on their wages, that is not the fault of T
other employment subsidy. It is an.inevitable consequence
of the above political or social decision.
Objections from trade unions.
Some unions might ob‘ect to private employers being
subsidised. On the other and the trade union movement as
a whole accepts, indeed advocates employment subsidies of
one sort or another.
Some union branches would object to being “diluted”that
is working alongside‘tem orar non apprenticed or otherwise not ade uately qualiged laiour.<)n the other hand the
majority of d S people would be unskilled and it is the skilled
jobs where unions erect the most serious barriers to entry.
Finally the fact of trade union obstruction isa weak reason
for not trying to overcome the obstruction. Some trade
unions prevent new technology and new trainees entering
their places of work; that is no reason for abandoning new
technology or ceasing to train people.

b

Employment protection.
It mi ht be claimed that the Em loyment Protection Act
(EPAf would make things difficu t for TJS and TNM since
both require people to leave their temporary jobs when more
suitable ones a pear. There are several answers to this.
First the E P I did not revent Job Creation Programme
people bein sacked. econdl most of the relevant
provisions o EPA do not app? until after six months’
emplo ment. Most TJS jobs woul not last this long. Thirdly
TJS’is ardly against the spirit of EPA. The latter is supposed
to prevent eople bein put on the dole amongst other
things. PeoJe quitting,?jjS jobs would move not to the dole
queues but to more suitable jobs. Fourth the mere fact of a
person doing a TIS ob would be proof that he was not
entirely suited to it. z! PA is supposed inter alia to revent
unfair dismissal, that is the dismissal of people who o their
jobs erfectly adequately.
If PA does conflict with any of the proposals here, TJS
included, then that is probably more a reason for abolishing
the relevant sections of EPA than a reason for rejecting the
proposals made here. To put it more politely, a big reduction

P

effect to a small extent, it would still be an imorovement on
the existing system.
If emolovment subsidies make life easier for an
employer a n d lead to low productivit , then presumably
employment taxes have the opposite e ect, name1 raising
productivit Both propositions are dubious, but ifYt kee s
the “subsides cause low productivity” brigade happy, ’Ifs
could perfectly well be financed wholly or partly out of an
employment tax. The net effect on productivit ,according to
this dubious economic theory. shou d then be
ap roximately zero.
burthermore the necessity for TJSand for the employment
taxes and subsidies advocated later arises out of a political
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in unemplo ment would make some provisions in EPA
rather obso&e.

TJSisnot based on thesameargumentsasotheremployment
subsidies.
Employment subsidies have.acquired something of a bad
name over recent years because.of some of the facile arguments behind them. Burton (1979) demolishes some of
these. There are two points worth adding to those made by
Burton. The first concerns an argument for employment
subsidies which Burton attacks, but which is even weaker
than Burton supposes.
This argument is that certain employment subsidies
involve lower exchequer costs, or less budget deficit, per job
created than conventional reflation. Hence it is argued more
jobs can be created for a given amount of inflationary
pressure.
The fundamental mistake here is the assumption that it is

suitable - has no significant effect on relative labour rices
and thus no effect on the unemployment/inflation trafle off.

IV

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LAST RESORT
EMPLOYMENT AND TJS

The best form of TNM work TJS in the existing non
marketed sector.
The first and perhaps most obvious form thata TNM scheme
can take is something along the lines of the Job Creation
Programme. However, there are strict limits to how
productive work can be made if it takes the form of a “firm”
or organisation separate from the normal economy.
First, assuming$unemployment is at. its natural level, a
significant number of types of labour wll be in short supply
in local labour markets, i.e. barely Fe resented at,all in the
dole queues. Thus any such scheme is ikely to find itself with
a highly unrepresentative cross section, of the workforce.
A second cause of low productivity is high labour turnover. If those enga ed in job creation schemes are as available for normal lo s as when unem loyed, then turnover
will be the same as for the unemployecf- about 3Woa month
vis a vis about 3% a month for manufacturing industry (see
D.E. Gazette Nov ‘78, p, 1289). Alternatively if they are not
as available for normal jobs as when unemployed, then the
labour supply fallacy comes into play; that is the job creation
enidovment will tend to be at the expense of, not in addition
to, ‘noFma\ employment.
Another undesirable characteristic of this sort of
employment is that any. commodity we deem desirable to
distribute free, rather than market, will already be distributed by some government agency. If a job creation
type scheme supplies the same commoditjes the question
arises as to wh two dirferenttypes of organisation are doing
the same job. ne must be better at it than the other, and it is
pretty obvious the job creation type scheme is not the more
efficient.
It is thus very hard to see the natural slot for this sort of
scheme in any efficient.employment system, or to put it
another way, what function it performs that cannot be performed better by other or existing institutions.
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argument and is used for exam le by Kopits (1978). This
argument is that if labour is su sidisgd, more labour and
ossibly less ca ita1 equipment or materials will get used.
his is obvious y true at the micro economic level but to
deduce that it is ais0 true at the macro economic Icvel, that is
that labour subsidies raise the employment level ot the
economy as a whole, is just a classic case of one of the most
popular mistakes in economics: generalising from the micro
to the macro. It is the relative attractions of suitable vis a vis
unsuitable labour that induces employers to bid up the price
of the former and or the commodities they roduce, rather
than hire unsuitable labour near fulP employment.
Subsidising all ty es of labour - those liable to structural
unemployment, t ose not so liable, the suitable and the un-
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However if TJS were implemented a form of TNM work
which avoided these deficiencies would automatically arise,
namely TJS work in the existing non marketed sector police, armed services, health, education and so on. It is
possible, given that the measures advocated below dealt
with all structural unemployment and that TJS in the
marketed sector dealt with the majority of frictional unemplo ment, that TJS in the non marketed sector could deal
wit virtually all remaining unemployment without havin
an inordinately large proportion of non markete
employees as temporary employees. Even if this pro ortion
were higher in the non marketed sector the main pro lem in
having too many TJS people in the marketed sector, namely
the disparity problem, should not arise in the non marketed
sector.
This problem arises in the privatelmarketed sector
because emplovers have a motive to cut costs; thus thev are
tempted toiackexistingnonsubsidisedlabour and replice it
w t h subsidised labour where the subsidv is above a certain
level and special measures are not taken against this temptation. In contrast the non marketed sector operates under
the influence of various rules and regulations rather than
under the influence of cost cutting or profit maximising
motives. Thus if virtually all remaining unem loyed people
were absorbed into the existing non marketec7 sector, some
of the problems that would arise were this attempted in the
marketed sector would not arise. In that it involved eople
working in existing public sector organisations, T N 8 work
of this sort would be similar to “Archive”work in Sweden or
Public Employment Program work in the U.S.or Emergency
Employment Act work in the.U.S. For brief descri tions of
these see Mukherjee (1972)Ch VI1 for the first ancfLevitan
(1973)p111-3forthethird.Itcannotbesaidthatthissortof
work is not administratively feasible.
However TJS in the existingnon marketed sector is not the
only form TNM could take. Any system which tended towards the characteristics of existing non marketed work
rather than towards those of the Job Creation Programme
would do. Much the most important characteristic is having
a sufficiently lar e proportion of skilled and permanent
employees in suc a system to avoid the above mentioned
disadvantages of JCP.
The fact of taking skilled people from normal jobs to
organise TNM work might mean a reduction in output from
34
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the normal sector of the economy. However it is hi hl un
likely that the marginal physical product of unskillei laiou;
in the economy as a whole need be anywhere near zero. thus
the above reduction in output would not mean reduced output for the economy as a whole.
Yet another reason for supposing TNM work of the sort
advocated here ‘would be more efficient than the job
creation schemes is that the latter were for the most art set
up in a hurry and not designed to’last for more than ayimited
period. This inevitabl makes for inefficienc the learning
curve barely gets off he ground, so to spes$! TNM in the
form advocated here would in contrast be a permanent part
of the employment system.
The presence of T N M people workin
non marketed employees gives rise to t
ical rather than economic one, as to
can be paid less than the latter if it is necessa to do this. it is
hard to say exactly what the TNM wage shou d be in order to
make the attraction of TNM work plus wa e e ual to that of
unem loyment plus benefit. Quite possi%l &e basic unskillei public sector wage would not res,; in the former
being more attractive than the latter. If TNM people do have
to be aid less than those who they work alongside, this
s h o dC P not cause too man difficulties. This arrangement,
worked in the case of t e Work Experience Scheme.
Furthermore there is every justification for payin TNM
people less than others: a TNM person assistin cfeaning
some buildings or collecting refuse for exam le wi I notbe as
experienced at the particular job as those w o do it full time
and will not at least for the first weeks be as roductive.
In view of the similarity between TNM an TJS is is pertinent to ask whether there need be any distinction between
them. The answer is that there is some economic and administrative l.ogic in maintaining a distinction. WhileTNM work
can abolishunemplo ment to all intents and purposes, there
is no guarantee that J!S could do the same even where TJS
labour is issued at aver low price. TJS relies on the market
mechanism and too litt e is known about this to be able to
predict just how TJS would work.
Government emplo menta encies in trying to find work
for a particular indivi ual cou d attempt in the first instance
to find him a normal job and’failingthat would try for-forms
of employment with successively lower revenue product,
ending up with TNM work which has zero revenue product.
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In this way such labour as could not find better work would
automaticall end up doing TNM work; there ought to be no
necessitv to ecide in advance how manv oeoole should do
TNM w6rk.
Were these two forms of employment im lcmented in this
wav thev could share a characteristic wit the unemolovmcnt behefit they replaced: they could have the aggrigate
demand stabilising property of unemployment benefit.
This all implies considerable chan es for, the non
marketed sector and would possibl invoIgve it in performin
functions it cannot currently per tyorm because of lack o$
manpower. But the practical problems involved in a change
are no excuse for shyin away from the change if the change
is sound in theory and t e benefits'in the long run outweigh
the costs. It is in any case hard to see what would be so
difficult about say putting an extra hundred thousand
people onto sweeping the streets, with a view to keeping our
streets as clean as the streets of Moscow.
TNM work would not necessarily result in a secular rise in
the ro ortion of the workforce engaged in non marketed
wor c, t ough the outcome in this respect de ends on the
numbers involved in TNM work. In other wor s subsequent
to introducin TNM work government expenditure and
taxation coul be lowered which .might bring the total
numbers in non marketed work back to the revious level.
However if the number of TNM peo le were arge compared
work then there would
to existing numbers in non marketet;'
be obvious problems in keeping total numbers in non
marketed work constant: temporar unskilled labour can
hardly replace teachers, doctors a d s o on.
To the extent that the number of TNM people was not
matched by a rise in the total numbers in non marketed work
this would involve replacing existing unskilled non
marketed peo le cleaners, junior clerical staff, labourers,
etc -with T N k people. Indeed both TNM and TJS would
tend to result in temporary personnel displacing permanent
unskilled personnel and pushin the latter up the skill ladder
somewhat. Unskilled jobs can e done by an one, so it is
only sensible to reserve them for those for w om there is
temporarily no suitable vacancy. Conversely it is in more
ermanent staff that it is worth making an investment in the
Form of skills.
As for other useful jobs for TNM people to do, if it
appeared that the existing non marketed sector could not
36
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find work for them, then the area of economic activity encompassed by'this sector could quite well be expanded. It
was assumed at the beginnin of the aper that where this
sort of thing happened, t e resu ting unemployment
amongst those displaced would only raise aggregate unemloyment levels temporarily. This assumption requires a
h e qualification, as mentioned earlier,and this is that since
time is re uired to reallocate the above labour it is no good
trying to leal with tyclical unemployment nor with purely
local fluctuations in employment levels by varying the area
of economic activity over which T N M employment
operates. It is rather the intensit with which it operates
within a fixed area that must vary, or example the frequency
with which the streets are swept must vary.
At the outset TNM woik was defined as work which
produced commodities given away rather than sold. However there is no clear distinction between commodities that
are literally distributed free, commodities that are heavily
subsidised and commodities sold at the full market price.
The important characteristic of TNM work is not that the
commodityconcerned is distributed atabsolutely no char e
The important characteristics are firstly that a rise in t i e
volume or quality of the commodity produced does not
require an increase in demand and secondly that
fluctuations in such volume or quality d o not cause the
marketed sector to react to the resulting relative surpluses
and scarcities by altering its own production of the
commodit in uestion to any great extent. Any commodity
'distribute by t e bureaucracy and at something below the
market price will fulfil these re uirements. Council house
maintainance is an example in t e case of Great Britain.
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Quantifying the effects of S and TNM.
It wasshown above thatTN workcould deal withvirtually
all unemployment whatecer the type of unem loyment involved. Beyond that it is hard to quantif the ef ects ofTNM
and TJS work. For example it is difficu t to specify by how
much frictional unemployment would be reduced as a result
of a given number of persons being put onto TJS work. This
difficulty is compounded by the lack of agreement as to how
much employment is frictional and how much attributable
to other causes. Perhaps friction.al factors, as claimed for
example by Corry (1967), are the rime obstacle to full employment. Perhaps, as claimed by avies (1967) and'lazar
37
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(1977) a considerable proportion of the excess unemployment in specific re ions is frictional. Since voluntary quits
riseas employment evels rise (seeohlin, 1950 p 14) perhaps
voluntary unemployment is the real problem.
However one of the merits of the measures advocated
here is that man of the above sort of questions do not need
answering in orCYer to solve the problem. For example TNM
work backed by the no work no pay condition would
prevent people who had no real intention of working from
claiming unemployment benefit and being counted as unemployed whatever the extent of this abuse. While there are
numerous studies of the effects of the rise in unemployment
benefits in Great Britain in the mid nineteen sixties, and not
much agreement on the subject, there arc precious few
studies of the absolute effectsof unemployment benefits,
never mind agreement on the subject.
Since it is not known how much unem loyment is
frictional, how much structural or how much emand deficient, it is desirable to have a system which deals with all
types of unemployment. TNM work fulfils this role. Furthermore, since the importance of frictional vis a vis structural
unemployment is not known it is desirable to have a system
which deals with both: and TJS does this at least to some
extent.

7
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liable to structural unemployment and/or place a tax on the
employment of the opposite type of labour. The reason this
cure has not been put into practice to any reat extent is that
there is a host of s urious objections to foing so. As in the
case of TJS the rea er can skip the ob’ections that do not interest him, that is turn straight to “kouth Unemployment
and Those Near Retirement’.

s

The distinction between real and exchequer costs for
avera e subsidies.
Proba ly the most common objection to average subsidies is
that they require large sums of money compared to marginal
subsidies; (see for example Prest (1975) 72 and MacKa
(1975) p 221). The first point that makes tRk objection loo
weak is that there is a method of dealin with structural unemplo ment alon the above lines whic !n a sense.requires
no a d c h o n to pu%licexpenditure at all: it makes little difference whether one on the one hand subsidises a ty e of
labour in surplus and then deflates or.on the other Rand
taxes the correspondin t pe of labour in short sup ly and
reflates. Thus it woul i?g e feasible to combine t e two
methods, that is have a subsidy on one type paid for by a tax
on the other. Selective Employment Tax was to some extent
an examplc of this ariangement. Proposals for dealing with
structural unem loymen3 in this wa are nothing new; see
Clark (1966 & 4) and Hutton (19&).
The ‘effect of this arrangement would be to turn some
structural unemployment into demand deficient unemployment. Put another way, having implemented the above, the
natural level of unemplo ment wou!d b e somewhat lower
and some reflation wou d be permissible. The exchequer
cost involved in reflation is not a real cost either. To put it
metaphorically, the cost of printing more banknotes IS
ne ligiblc compared to their face value.
$0 put all this another wat,if,,as claimed by Baily (1977)
and Bisho
(1979), su sidies for the structurally
unemploye result in a rise in real GNP, then it is nonsense
to suppose the exchequer costs involved are any sort of areal
cost to the nation.
Unfortunately this is not to say that a massive increase in
all existing measures a ainst structural unemployment
would involve no net rea costs to the nation. The capital
oriented subsidies for regional unem loyment in Great
Britain may well involve real net costs. he reasons for this
39
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The erfect market’s reaction toa surplus of a particular type
of la our is simply to lower the price of the labour concerned
and/or raise the price of the op osite t pe of labour since
this may well be in short supp?y. Whze this mechanism
works to some extent in the real world there are well known
obstructions in its way: minimum wage rules, custom
incomes policies and the fact that wa es in some sectors of
the economy are to a large extent C Fetermined by unions
which frequently take little account of the supply and
demand for the type of labour in question.
Thus for structural unemplo ment as for frictional unemployment it is arguable that &ere is nothing wrong with
imitating the market’s mechanism with emplo ment
subsidies. All that is needed is to subsidise the type of abour
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mesh rather nicelywith the whole question of distinguishing
real from exchequer costs; thus a little space isnow devoted
to this question. Another reason for considering this
question is that although regional economists have
su ested that regional emplo ment measures involve no
rea costs (McCrone (1969) p 38 and Moore (1973 & 7))
their reasons are inadequate. The former would seem to
admit as much (p 273) and the latter while making the distinction between exche uer costs and other costs. with
reaterclaritythan roba lyanyoneelse,stillgetsthemconfused; for example oore puts exchequer costs, or tax costs
as he calls them, into the same costlbenefit account as other
totally unrelated forms of cost (Moore (1977) p 45.)
Average subsidies can be split into two ortions: the
avera e portion which oes to employment w k c h will exist
regar less of the subsi y, and the marginal portion which is
the portion oing to employment brought into existence by
the subsidy. axes can be split likewise
To take the average portion of the tax and subsidy first,
this portion cannot be counted as, any sort of real cost
(administrative costs apart) since this portion has no effect
on any real commodities produced or resources consumed.
The only effect of this portion of the tax or subsidy is to alter
the consumer’s surplus - for example to increase it in the
case of the subsidised commodity and reduce it in the case of
the taxed one. Assuming these commodities are consumed
by a wide cross section of t h e population concerned, the
only effect is to take money out of the pockets of one set of
consumers and put it back into the pockets of much the same
set of consumers. In the case of subsidies for the structurally
unemployed this assumption is fair enough .The structurally
unemployed are not notable for finding employment in
industries geared exclusively to a certain group of
consumers.
As for the mar inal portion, this is the portion which really
does the work, tEat is it affects real resources consumed and
commodities produced. In a properly designed subsid or
tax one additional resource consumed is labour w ich
would otherwise be unemployed.
In addition, such labour requires concomitant capital
and materials. As for the commodities produced by the additional labour, this should obvious1 be of greater value
than the above ca ita1 and material!. Value may not be
added to quite the ull extent of the cost of labour ; indeed
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the mere fact that it has to be subsidised is evidence that
value added is like1 to fall short of the wage, but this is better
than being unempLyed.
In the case ofBritain’s regional employment subsidies the
subsidies oing to some firms are astronomic while others
et virtual y nothing. (See Northcott (1977) Ch VI1 forveribcation of this.) This arises because the subsidies are related
to capital invested. The result is that the employees of some
capital intensive plants (and assuming such plants make no
more than normal profits) may be consuming so much
capital that value is actual1 subtracted rather than added. In
these circumstances wealti is destro ed rather than created
and there is not question but that t k s is a real cost to the
nation.
The phrase “real cost” was used above to refer to the
amount by which an additional emplo ee subtracts rather
than adds value. This disastrous state o?affairs is not all that
common; this, added to the fact that we are interested in
maximising the output of the regionally unem loyed, means
that a somewhat more useful role can be round for the
phrase. It will be used henceforth to refer it to theamount by
which an employee’s revenue product falls short of the wage
paid. The aim is thus to get all structurally unemployed
people into a job and at the minimum rcal cost, that is to get
them as productive jobs as possible.
If this is the object, then there is little oint in offering one
person or group of people an more su sidy per head than
an other person or group o people in a given re ion A
sugsidy shifts the supply line (or for that matter the femand
line) facing a firm or indust by the amount of the subsidy.
The firm or industry ex a n x its out ut to the point where
the costs associated wit the mar ina employee exceed revenue by the amount of the subsisy.
If one offers more subsidy er employee to one firm than
another, then the real cost oft e marginal job will be more in
the former than the latter. Real GNP could be raised by
transferring subsidy from the more heavily subsidised to the
less heavily subsidised firm.
There is a great temptation to concentrate re ional
subsidies on firms which without the subsidy wou d not
operate in a region at all; these include incoming firms and
lame ducks. The attraction lies in the relatively large number
ofjobscreatedorsavedperpoundofexche uercost; but the
very fact that real resources consumed an commoditities
41
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produced are affected means that a high proportion and
possibly all of the subsidy for such firms is real cost. All the
employees of such firms are marginal, so to s eak If the
object of regional employment policy is to get ri of regional
’ .
unemployment and to *he
regionally unem loyed into as
productive jobs as ossible, that is into as hig value added
jobs as possible, t en there is little point in offering one
regional firm any more per head than another. There is
however one generally recognised exception to this.
If an average subsidy for regional labour were introduced,
or rather re-introduced, it would have to be similar to
Regional Employment Premium in that it would apply to
firms which export commodities from the region concerned
either abroad or to other regions of this country rather than
to firms servin essentially local markets. The reasons for
this are firstly t e multiplier effects of exports from a region
and secondly to provide firms serving local markets with the
subsidy would result in far too lar a rise in regional living
standards. This rise would probab be to above the levels in
at the expense of the
high employment areas and
latter.
As for quantifying the effect of the measure advocated
here, estimates on this already exist, e.g. see Moore (1975) or
Strategic Plan for the Northern Region, Vol 2, HMSO
(1977), p 172.
Regional economists may object to the above and claim it
is a ross oversimplification.The answer to this is that nearly
all t e allegedl sophisticated re ional theories contradict
each other. dolland (1976 a ter a lengthy surve of
numerous supposedly erudite regional theories conch cs in
his last aragraph that the main obstruction to a coherent
re ionar olicy may be the re ional economist himself. Richarison 8 9 7 8 ) describes sfift share analysis, a
theory in regional economics, as a game suitable Popular
or little
children who like playing with pocket calculators - or
words to that effect. Gives these criticisms, it would seem
reasonable enough to discount most regional economics so
Lar as dealing with regional unemployment in the short to
medium term oes, and to base regional employment
subsidies on t e well known and generally accepted
measures of costs and benefits: accountancy costs and what
the customer will
These are the basic
factors behind
are the factors
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‘decisions in a market economy and until regional economists can a ree on why and where they are ina plicable to
regions of !ish unemployment, it is reasonabk to ignore
regional economics and treat reeional unemolovment as iust
another form of structural unebployment.
I

Average subsidies do not leak to profits nor do they promote
inefficiency.
Having considered one spurious objection to average
subsidies, some other objections will be briefly considered.
One of these is that such subsidies leak to profits or promote
inefficiency. The possibilit that subsidies lead to low
productivity was considere in the case of TJS. The points
made there are applicable here but will not be reiterated.
The real flaw in the idea that subsidies lead to inefficiency
is that it makes no difference whether one reflates an
econom (or part of it) on the one hand via subsidies for all
types o labour or all goods or on the other via the more
normal method: putting more .money in the customers’
pockets. If lowering firms’ costs relative to the customers’
s ending power promotes inefficiency or leakages to rofits
t! t en presumably raising the latter com ared to the ormer
will have the same effect. Those who ma e the above charge
have never ex lained this anomoly in their argument;
precious few o them are even aware of it.
Economic theory certainly does not predict that a subsidy
will lead to permanent supra normal profits. As for empirical
evidence, McCallum (1973) p293 found that of a sample of
50 engineerin firms in Scotland 47 (94%) would have been
maltin losses ut for Regional Em loyment Premium. REP
was a abour subsidy of the sort a vocated here.
There IS no more reason to su pose labour subsidies leak
to profits than do capital suisidies, thus the leakage
ar ument is not unique to labour subsidies.
Even if there is a leakage to profits, most of such proportion of the subsidy as does leak to profits still cannot be
counted as a real cost. The transfer is merely between a different set of consumers, that is, it is shareholders, entrepreneurs, those who have joined pension funds or who have
taken out life assurances, and above all the taxman (i.e. the
taxpayer) who gain.
Another point is that subsidies do lead to profits in that
they lead to gains for owners of intra marginal land (in the
43
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unskilled would result in a better allocation of scarce
resources since the skills are undoubtedly underpriced
under the existing s stem. f20,000 at 1979 prices is a not
unuSual figure for t e cost of the education involved in a
university de ree, yet neither the person with the de ree nor
his employer ave to pay government for the use of hisitem
of capital investment.
One measure of an individual’s abilities, other than those
indicated by formal qualifications, is his salary particularly
in the upper reaches of the salary scales. Thus an em loy
ment tax related to the salary, particularly to salaries a ove
the national average, would assist the rocess of taxin skills
and subsidising where there is a ack of-skills. f the
incidence of this tax fell on the individuals concerned then a
reduction in graduated income tax might be in order.
The proposition that altering the price ofunskilled visavis
skilled labour to the employer could d o something about
unskilled unemployment is, of course, not new; e.g. see
Flemming (1976a) and Metcalf (1977) p 29 for suggestions
along these lines.

economist’s sense of the word). This is perfect1 true, but
this happens wherever there is a rise in the level o economic
activity. This is certainly a problem as the spectacular profits
on land (in the conventional sense) over recent ears have
shown. But for some strange reason the “subsi ies leak to
piofits” brigade never ob’ect to general reflation on the
above grounds; why then o lect to reffatinga particular part
of the economy on these grounds?

P
2

a

b.

Leaka e to wages.
If the a ove employment subsidies do leak towages then the
leakages will be to precisely the types of labour which so
much social policy aims to assist. As a result, the expenditure
involved would be partially balanced by a reduction in the
relevant forms of social expenditure.

%

P

Youth unemployment and those near retirement.
Havin considered some general points about structural
unemp oyment measures with special reference to regional
unemployment in Great Britain, we nowturn to other specific types of structural unemployment.
Youths and those around retirement age are more like1 to
be unemployed than others. The word around is used deyiberately here: age is not a factor that, ideally, has anything to
do with whether someone is counted as unemployed. The
important factors are whether the person concerned wants
to work and is capable of work. The age of an emplo ee is a
piece of information which is readily available an about
which there ‘can be little dispute. Thus a tax on prime aged
em loyment and/or subsidyfor employment at the two ends
oft espectrum should be easy enough to administer. Daniel
(1977) p 88 suggests something along these lines for older
workers. Feldstein (1973) suggests something similar for
youths.
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Ability.
Ability is not the same thing as skill. There are incompetent
lawyers and accountants and able labourers and clerks. The
same applies here as applied in the case of skills, namely that
it is im ,ossible to measure ability accurate1 and chea ly
Nevert eless there must be some ty es of ack of abiEty,
such as readil indentifiable hysicaPailments, which it IS
administrative y feasible to ta e into account. 111 health or
injury would seem from Daniel (1974) Ch VI to be the
principal reason for about 17% of
i f it is administratively
doctors for sick notes in the case
ought to be feasible to do likewise in the case of those with
moderate physical disabilities or ailments with a view to
paying their emplo er some sort of “ailment” subsidy.
As in the case of &S, there i s no limit tofhe yossible so h
istication with average subsidies and it is a ways har to
know where the best compromise between theoretical perfection and administrative ex ense lies. Taking the above
four average subsidies, subsi ising the employment of all
those in particular areas or in particular a e grou s would
pose no very difficult administrative%,probxns. Rowever
skill and ability are much more difficult to identify. This,
45
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Unemployment amongst the unskilled.
It is impossible to measure someone’s skills with complete
accuracy, but at the other extreme ascertaining some of the
factors which go to make up skills, like paper qualifications,
should be no more administrativelv exoensive than ascertaining some of the factors which gb to-make up a person’s
PAYE code number.
A art from dealing with the excessive numbers of
unslilled in the dole queues, a tax on skills or subsidy for the
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combined with the fact that a whole host of personal characteristics other than skill and ability determine the likelihood of a person being unemployed means that a subsidy
based on the mere fact of havin been unemplo ed for more
than some period (or having one TJS or T M work for
more than some period) might hit more birds erstone than
the above two average subsidies. The mere act of having
been unemployed is a much more accurate measure of the
likelihood of bein unemployed in the future than the fact of
being unskilled. bout a third of those unemployed at one
oint in time will be unemplo ed three years later (see
baniel (1977 and Clark (1979)f Moreover it is quite conceivable that ack of skill is not a potent cause of unemploy-.
ment at all. It could equally well be that the various personal
characteristics which make it likelyfor a person to be unemployed also make it difficult for him to learn a skill or to comPete with.more able peo le if he does learn a skill.
TTS fulfils the above roye tdsome. extent.
That
is TIS
like
~
~
. . ~
~
~.
~----_
~_
a n y subsidy which concentrates on the unemuloved or
as a marginal subsidy for (he less
to fulfil this role would tend to
condemned to a series of ternporary obs That would e an improvement on a never
ending out of relativelyshort term lobs and spells of unemployment which is what many of the less able are
condemned to under the existing system However it would
be even better to recognise that some peoples' lack of ability
is with them for life and allow them an employment subsid
which lasted for life or at least for longer periods than T J l

AstoTJS,theway inwhich this gets atthe frictional factors
which contribute to demand pull inflation below full
employment has already been intimated and is quite compatible with probably the malorit of models of demand pull
inflation. It is certainly compatib e with the Philli s/Lipsey
model, a model which shows how excess demaniin a sufficient number of micro labour markets leads to money
wa es for the labour force as a whole rising and to inflation.
TJlshould dissuade employers from bidding up thc, price of
normal labour or readily giving in to demands for wa e
increases until nearer full em loyment and thus improve t?I e
trade off between demand pu I inflation and unemployment.
I t is im ortant to emphasise that the measures advocated
here can o nothing about cost push inflation. Whereorganisations with monopoly powers are competing for a bigger
share 0fth.e cake, the result js inflation; but this is a problem
for politiqians, not economists. That may sound depressing
but if the inflation at the time of writing is cost push and the
above measures deal with demand pull inflation then
employment levels can be raised with at least no exacerbation of inflation.
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VI SOME ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAlNST TAKING
UNEMPLOYMENT BELOW 1%

i

Inflation.
The way in which TNM work brings full employment
without creating or exacerbating demand pull inflation was
mentioned above: it creates no extra demand. As to how
measures against structural unemployment improve the
trade off between demand pull inflation and unem loyment,
these are well known. They are set out for examp e by Baily
(1977) and Bishop (1979), and in many text books.

P
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Paying for subsidies.
There is a possible objection to the above. advocated subsidies, "JSin particular, which has to do with how they are
finance and the effect ot this on inflation. It would not seem
a matter of great importance as to how these subsldies are
financed, but if they are paid for by em loyers, and it was
SUE ested above that this might be an iI
;ea, the employers
mig t,seem to be back where they started; thus the effect of
the subsidies mi ht a pear to be nil.
The flaw in t is o lection is the assum tion that what
applies to,employers as a whole ap lies in I entital manner
to an individual employer - anot er example of the ever
popu!ar assumption that laws of macro economics are the
same as those of micro^ economics. From the individual
employer's point of view the effect of TJS,isto make the cost
of tem orarily unsuitable labour er unit of output nearer
that o normal labour, thus TJS issuades em loyers from
bidding up the price of suitable labour and or the commodities it produces so far before full employment.
It is perfectly true however that if TJS works as set,out
above, the result is a secular rise in labour costs per unit of
output and thus presumably pnces, but this does not equal
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thorou hly over simple and false. (This is the ar ument used
by the &ambridge Economic Policy Group in h 1 of their
1978 Review). So long as the marginal propensity to import
is below 100% then reflation plus devaluation will always
raise emplo ment levels, notwthstanding the effects of reflation on t e external position.

8

inflation. Inflation consists of continuously rising prices
thus any ex lanation of inflation must involve some sort of'

__

P
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lfit isclaimed thattheabovesecularriseinpriceswould
induce unions to demand and get wage increases, theanswer
is that price increases in themselves have no effect on
demand for labour, thus any conkqucnt rise in the price of
labour is not demand pull. In any case the rise in prices
caused by VS would be minute compared to the sort of
annual rates of inflation experienced in the 1970s

Bi increases in unemployment in local labour markets.
It as been claimed that various broad categories of labour
can be found employment; it is therefore ertinent to ask
whether there are any categories which de initly could not
be found work. The main circumstance in which the unemployed could not be absorbed into TNM work would be
where the unemplo ed in a local labour market ex anded
too quickly to ma e providing them with T N d work
practical. Strikes bankruptcies and natural disasters
involving lants which emplo ed asignificent proportion of
a local la t?our market wouldVbe an example of the above
circumstance. However the change er month in unemployment in the towns and cities for wkch the Department of
Employment Gazette gives figures rarely amount to more
than one twentieth of total numbers unemployed in each
town. Unemplo ment changes of more than 5OIo a month
occur in about I!iVooftowns whilc changes of more than 8010
a month are extremely rare. I f the fluctuation in the number.
of TNM peo le in local labour markets were of this order
then it woul seem that fluctuations too hrge to accommodate.would be a rarity.

P.
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Imports.
Since imports are sometimes held to bc a constraint on
raising employment levels, a aper which claims to show
how unemployment can be ramatically reduced should
ivc imports a mention. The way in which TNM work brings
full employment without import problems was mentioned
above: i t re uires little or no extra demand.
As to met ods of raisin employment that involve raising
demand, the claim that tFle balance of payments is a constraint on raising employment levels just because the
balance of payments deteriorates when demand is raised is

s
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It is perfectly {rue that when the marginal propensity to
im ort is sufficiently far above the average propensity, deva uation is no longer an appropriate strate
better;
controls, assuming no capacity constraints woul I Ybe Import
but to assume no capacit constraints is an economic
howler. It is precisely suc constraints which cause the
marginal pro ensit to import to rise above the average
propensity. &e s o b o n to the problem (both. of rising
imports and demand ull inflation is to et at the con' lust
'
what
straints, the labour mar tet bottlenec s, and t at is
the measures advocated here do.
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While on imports it IS perhaps'worth demolishing a
popular fallacy which has to do with imports and
investment. It is often claimed that the bottlenecks arising
near full em loyment are to a large extent lant bottlenecks
and thus t at more investment woul alleviate such
bottlenecks thus facilitating a rise in employment. The
fallacy here is that a large malority of lants in Britain or any
industrial country work at less t an 90% capacity; a .
considerable proportion work at less than 800/0 capacity.
The propoitlon 6f IiiYltS which roach rapacity when
emplo ment IS raised rom say96Vo to 98% is small. (See for
examde the -National Institute of Economic and Social
Research Feb 1977 Review for empirical evidence on this.),
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The factor of production which runs out as full employment (of labour) ap roaches is labour, amazing as that may
seem. Hughes (197 ) devotes effort and taxpayers money to
trying to find empirical evidence for this, but since it IS
virtually true by definition, there may be better uses of time
and money. It is precise1 these labour shortages that have
been the concern of the oregoing pages.
Since CEPG den fhe importance of labour shortages
(1978 Review p 1 ) and advocate massive amounts of
additional investment 1978 Review Ch 3) it would seem
CEPG have fallen for t e plant bottleneck fallacy.
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The unemployment levels of below 1%in West Germany and
Switzerland.
The claim that unemployment can be taken below 1% on a
permanent basis may seem extreme, but it cannot be ruled
out as impossible in a developed market-economy for the
simple reason that West Germany kept unemplo ment
below one percent for six consecutive years in the 196 sand
that is after taking differences in national definitions of unemployment into account. As for Swiss unemplo ment, this
has rarely exceeded one percent of the wor orce even
during the 1970s.Moreover this was achieved without the
forms of artificial assistance advocated here.

workforce. The changes advocated above are large and
fundamental and there are always political obstructions in
,the way of changes of this s o r t however desirable the
changes ma be. Also trade unions, particular1 British
unions, mig t not entirely go along with the exibility
re uired by the above advocated measures.
%hereare undoubtedly errors and omissions in the foregoing pages but the dirty bathwater is no reason for throwing away whatever babies there are in the bathwater. The
measures advocated here can at the very least hardly fail to
be an improvement on some existing employment measures,
in particular on the extraordinary hotch- otch of measures
that have sprouted in Great Britain in trl e last five to ten
years.
Finally, the fact of having claimed that certain measures
can virtually abolish unemployment is not taken to im I
that various well b o w n factors which currently obstruct U I
employment and productivity increases1 are of any less
relevance. For exam le the immobility of labour caused by
Britain’s archaic PO icies on rented housing and accommodation is a defect to be put right regardless of whether or
not the above advocated measures are implemented.
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CONCLUSION

The basic claim of this paper is that it is feasible and desirable
to hold unemployment below one percent of the workforce;
the conclusion is, perhaps inevitably, that these claims have
been substantiated.
There might in practice be various political obstructions
to taking unemployment below one percent of the
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ABOLISHING UNEMPLOYMENT

R. S. Musgrave.
Summary.
Government as employer in the last resort.
This idea has not been properly analysed nor effectively implemented. Witness the unsatisfactory job creation schemes.
Last resort employment must have certain characteristics,
one of which is that most of those involved must still seek
normal jobs. The majority of job chan ers do so with no
intervenin unemployment, so job searc ing while working
is no probfem.

fi

The alleged merit' of unemployment, namely that it
facilitates a job search, is nonsense. The unemplo ed should
have to do any old job, possibl a last resort jo , pending
a suitable vacancy. This in itsel could virtually abolish unemployment and the resulting social problems.

P

i:

Em loyment subsidies that imitate the market.
As or other unemployment reducing measures, since there
is negli ible unemployment in a perfect market, employment su%sidies (or taxes) which imitate the perfect market
should have an effect.

P

A market imitating subsidy for frictional unemployment is
one which subsidises a erson in or into a low net revenue
product job until a job wRich requires no subsidy appears. As
with last resort employment, this involves job searching
while working.
A market imitating subsidy for structural unemployment is
simplya subsidy for the types of labour concerned, e.g. forall
youths. The opular ob'ections to this are false, for example
the large puglic expenditure costs do not equal real costs.

Conclusion: The main forms of structural unemployment
can be abolished. (auantif$ng thc effects of a frictional unifficult. Virtually all remainin
employment subsi
unemployment can e ISdealt with by the last resort m e t h o t

